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ABSTRACT 
 
This research looks to characterize molecular and atomic iodine to benefit to the ability of 
molecular iodine to act as a biocidal agent. There is much literature on the topic of iodine as a 
bacterial suppressant and the effectiveness of various mixtures. However, there is little research 
available that studies the temporal variation of iodine after it has been produced from a combustion 
system and how such a system can be studied. In particular, this investigation probes the 
temperature dependence of four different molecular iodine spectral band heads at 588, 615, 631, 
and 636 nanometers as a means to isolate one or more band heads with limited temperature 
dependence. This would provide effective means for looking at concentration variation, and it 
would present a novel method for doing so on the 636 nm band head through use of two diode 
lasers. It also analyzes the effect on iodine production in the aluminum and iodine pentoxide 
system when the environment, combustion mixture, and ignition source are varied. Finally, it 
investigates the temperature and concentration dependence of the 1314.9 nm atomic iodine line 
and the temporal concentration variation of atomic iodine in an aluminum, potassium perchlorate, 
and iodine crystal combustion system, which is important because at higher temperatures 
molecular iodine will dissociate into atomic iodine. This effect may have drastic consequences on 
the amount and potency of the produced iodine. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 1.1. History and Purpose of Biocidals 
A biocidal can be defined as a chemical agent used to destroy a biological agent. Since 2010, 
research into biocidal combustion has been very active and common in the combustion 
community. This is due to the myriad of possible candidates for biocidal combustion and the 
importance of this type of combustion.  With terrorist activity seeming to be on the rise and events 
such as the anthrax “letter attacks” in the United States in 2001, this is not only a major concern 
in the scientific domain, but also in the public domain [1]. Furthermore, often the ease of 
production of such malicious biological materials makes them all the more deadly [2]. Thus, 
answers to such a biological attack must be developed that could be used without the need to use 
large detonations that could threaten significant amounts of infrastructure. 
  
However, even if there was little evidence of the viability of such an attack, a means to deal 
effectively with biological contamination should be developed. This is due to the public mindset 
of such materials and their storage. There are few topics that inspire as much fear as the possibility 
of a pandemic [2]. People are inherently fearful of such an event due to the lack of controllable 
methods to effectively deal with it. Furthermore, if a stockpile of biological agents were to be 
located in an urban area, it would be difficult to neutralize it without harming innocent bystanders 
and local infrastructure [3-5]. Biocidal combustion may open a path to handle these types of 
situations and may provide some semblance of peace of mind for this type of issue for the public. 
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Thermites are defined as a powder mixture of a metal and an oxidized substance that react when 
ignited. Thermite reactions have been consistently researched to serve the biocidal purpose due to 
their ability to produce large amounts of heat, and in some instances, large amounts of gas. Both 
of these properties can be effective at eliminating biological agents, depending on the gas. 
Traditionally, thermite reactions have been a metal reacting with a nonmetal. However, the usual 
products of such combustion would have little effect on biological material, except for the 
heat/energy release [6]. Therefore, new “thermites” have been developed that consist of a metal 
and a halogen oxide or a select metal oxide. The halogens include, among others, iodine and 
fluorine and the select metal oxides include metals that have sterilization effects such as silver [7]. 
The initial reacting metal is usually aluminum, due to its frequent application for its heat release 
[8-11].  
 
Among the halogen oxides that could be selected, iodine pentoxide, I2O5, is of major interest. This 
is due to the fact that the reaction it has with aluminum produces significant heat [12, 13] and 
gaseous iodine according to the following reaction. 
                                                    10Al + 3I2O5 → 5Al2O3 + 3I2 (1) 
 
 1.2. Scope of Research 
  1.2.1. Topic Focus and Limitations 
The main focus of this work is to develop spectroscopic techniques to measure the temperature of 
iodine, to utilize these methods in iodine combustion systems, and to investigate spectroscopically 
the effects observed in iodine produced from a thermite mixture when various quantities other than 
mixture composition are varied. The effect on biocidal properties was not investigated other than 
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the effect on concentration of molecular iodine. One could assume that as this concentration 
increases so does the ability of the mixture to suppress bacteria. 
 
  1.2.2. Novelty 
This research is necessary since little focus has been directed toward spectroscopic investigation 
of iodine after its release from a biocidal mixture. Most past research dealt with iodine potency 
and reaction mechanisms, but not answered many questions dealing with the effect of iodine 
temperature and mixture characteristics on the overall reaction and biocidal effect. The exploration 
performed here should help decrypt the unknowns and will provide the tools needed to further 
analyze iodine containing biocidal systems.  
 
  1.2.3. Possible Benefits 
As mentioned, this study will help answer several key questions asked of biocidals. One important 
question is whether high temperatures or the product composition is causing the greatest bacterial 
suppression [8]. The techniques developed here can help to answer this question due to the 
development and use of several means to rapidly measure the temperature of gaseous iodine. 
Another very prominent question deals with the best composition for a biocidal thermite and the 
effects of varying different properties of such. While there are many different known compositions 
and new ones being created, the aluminum and iodine pentoxide thermite, one of the older known 
ones [13], has been selected and analyzed here in detail. The intention being not only to delve 
further into the important properties of this system, but to hopefully allow for some generalizations 
that can be applied to many other biocidal systems. 
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 1.3. Overview 
The remaining portion of this thesis has the following structure and content. Chapter 2 deals with 
the basic theory behind absorption spectroscopy which is the primary technique utilized in the 
collecting of all data and in the development of all experimental apparatuses. Included is the 
investigation of the spectrum and absorption features of molecular and atomic iodine. Chapter 3 
consists of a literature review of research conducted on halogen containing biocidal agents which 
will focus specifically on the aluminum and iodine pentoxide system. Chapter 4 contains all of the 
information related to experimental setup and procedure. This includes images and schematics of 
the setup of each experiment, a listing of the various equipment utilized, descriptions of how each 
test was conducted, and listing of the various test parameters such as thermite mixture parameters. 
Chapter 5 documents the procedures utilized in processing the various different types of data that 
were collected. Chapter 6 presents all of the data that was collected and processed. This includes 
spectra and data that was extracted from the spectra. Chapter 7 contains a detailed discussion of 
the data shown in the previous chapter including an analysis of all trends and important details. 
Chapter 8 consists of the conclusion, which contains a summary of what was discussed in Chapter 
7 and recommendations for future research. The following sections will list the references utilized 
and a series of appendices containing a sample of the raw data that was collected from each test 
type. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORY 
 
 2.1. Absorption Spectroscopy 
Spectroscopy is a procedure that analyzes the composition and temporal variation of a medium 
through the use of the production and/or absorption of electromagnetic radiation. This is possible 
due to the fact that atoms and molecules have various energy levels that they can transition to 
through the absorption and emission of discrete amounts of energy. The energy can go into various 
modes depending on the structure of the particular absorbing species, which includes electronic, 
vibrational, rotational, and translational energy modes. This energy can be attained from many 
sources including incident electromagnetic radiation according to the following equation. 
 E =
hc
λ
 (2) 
Eq. (2) shows that the energy available (E) from a light source is dependent upon Planck’s 
constant (h), the speed of light (c), and the wavelength (λ). The process of absorbing this energy 
from incident radiation lowers the intensity of the outgoing radiation at different wavelengths 
depending on the energy required to perform a transition which results in the possibility of 
observing this absorption of radiation as a spectral feature. This is the basis for absorption 
spectroscopy. In particular, absorption spectroscopy analyzes as system through the amount of 
light that is absorbed from a beam of light that is passed through the system [14]. It can be defined 
through the Beer-Lambert Law shown in (3). 
 
I
I0
= e−kvL (3), [14-16] 
The Beer-Lambert Law shows that the fraction of output intensity (I/I0) is dependent on the 
spectral absorption coefficient (kv) and the path length of the medium (L). The spectral absorption 
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coefficient can be defined as the ability of the medium to absorb the particular electromagnetic 
radiation that is incident upon it and is calculated through the following equation. 
 kv =
hν
c
BlunlY(ν) (4), [14] 
The spectral absorption coefficient is a function of Planck’s constant (h), the frequency of incident 
light (ν), the speed of light (c), the Einstein absorption coefficient (Blu), the amount of atoms or 
molecules in the lower energy state (nl), and the line shape function (Y(ν)). Now, eqs. (3) and (4) 
are quite cumbersome due to several variables in the spectral absorption coefficient. This makes 
them difficult to use in the solution of the total number density of the analyzed medium which is 
a common use for the Beer-Lambert Law in spectroscopy since the intensity ratio is easily 
measured. However, these equations can be simplified to a great degree so as to allow for this 
manipulation. To a first order approximation, eqs. (3) and (4) can be altered to eliminate many of 
the variables encountered in the spectral absorption coefficient that very difficult to calculate or 
measure so that eq. (2) can take the form of eq. (5). 
 
I
I0
= e−An
nl
n  = e−Bn (5) 
Now, the fraction of output intensity (I/I0) is only a function of a parameter A, the total 
concentration of molecules or atoms being analyzed (n), and the fraction of atoms or molecules in 
the lower energy state (nl/n). The A parameter basically encompasses everything in the spectral 
absorption coefficient that is not shown in eq. (5). With this substitution, the Beer-Lambert Law 
is much more manageable and more easily used to solve for n or the concentration of the desired 
medium. The solution only requires an experimental concentration calibration to find A and the 
fraction of atoms or molecules of the analyzed medium that are in the lower energy state. The 
concentration calibration consists of plotting the intensity fraction for a given spectral feature 
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versus the concentration of the medium and then fitting an exponential function to this data. The 
coefficient of the concentration in the fit is the multiplication of the A parameter and the fraction 
of atoms in the lower energy state at the particular testing temperature, referred to as B. This value 
is a constant for the particular spectral feature being analyzed and does not depend on temperature 
like the A parameter and the fraction of atoms or molecules in the lower energy level. Thus, it is 
then simple to calculate the concentration from a spectrum using eq. (5). 
 
It is also useful to distinguish between the A parameter and the fraction of atoms or molecules in 
the lower state. To find this fraction, the partition function for the particular species being 
investigated has to be solved. The partition function indicates the division of atoms or molecules 
in different energy levels and very particular in form to the species under investigation [14]. 
 
 2.2. Iodine Absorption Spectroscopy 
Here we investigate two different types of iodine, atomic and molecular. Atomic iodine is 
composed of a single atom of iodine while the molecular version has two. This variation causes 
the two types to have distinctly different energy storage modes. Atomic iodine can only store 
energy in translational and electronic modes, while molecular iodine can store energy in the 
previously mentioned modes plus in rotational and vibrational modes [14]. These additional energy 
modes convolute the calculation of the fraction of iodine molecules that are in the lower energy 
state, requiring one to account for all of the modes. However, if only certain parts of the molecular 
iodine spectrum are analyzed, certain energy modes can be dismissed. More specifically, the 
rotational transitions can be ignored if the vibrational transitions or band heads and the associated 
electronic transition in the visible spectrum of iodine are the only spectral features considered. 
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This causes the calculation of the fraction of molecules in the lower energy state at a particular 
temperature to come down to finding the fraction in the lower vibrational state of the ground 
electronic state [14]. This can be done with the electronic and vibrational partition functions and a 
relation for the distribution of iodine molecules in the lower vibrational state at the particular 
temperature being investigated. 
  Zel = ∑ gje
−εj
kTnj  (6), [14] 
  Zvib = (1 − e
−hcωe
kT )
−1
 (7), [14] 
  
nl
n
= e
−ε"hc
kT ZelZvib⁄  (8), [14] 
Eq. (6) shows the electronic partition function (Zel) is a function of the degeneracy of each 
electronic energy level (gj), the energy of each electronic level (ɛj), the Boltzmann constant (k), 
and the temperature of the system (T). Next, eq. (7) shows that the vibrational partition function 
(Zvib) is a function of Planck’s constant (h), the speed of light (c), the vibrational constant (ωe), the 
Boltzmann constant (k), and the temperature of the system (T). Finally, eq. (8) shows that the 
fraction of iodine molecules in the lower energy state (nl/n) is a function of the energy of the lower 
state (ɛ”), Planck’s constant (h), the speed of light (c), the Boltzmann constant (k), the system 
temperature (T), the electronic partition function (Zel), and the vibrational partition function (Zvib). 
Eq. (8) can then be used to find the fraction of molecules in the lower energy state at a particular 
temperature. Then, using the B parameter found from the fit, the A parameter can be solved for. 
 
The visible spectrum of iodine shows that absorption is strongly wavelength dependent [16]. For 
example, for wavelengths less than 560 nanometers, the absorption is so significant that it would 
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be difficult to radiate enough light upon it so as to not have the entire signal absorbed. This is 
especially important in combustion environments encountered in biocidal thermite combustion, 
where there are other effects such as scattering that are also limiting the through put. However, 
after approximately 640 nanometers, the spectrum becomes less distinct and begins to fade. This 
then requires investigation of iodine combustion to a certain spectral range between these two 
extremes so that distinct spectral features can be observed in all the environments. 
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
3.1. Bacteria Suppression 
One of the characteristics when considering thermites and one of the reasons they are near the 
center of research for biocidal substances is their ability to generate extremely high temperatures 
(>2500 K) due to the amount of energy produced and the associated specific heats of the products. 
Biocidal thermites are no exception to this and are actually very representative of the trend. As can 
be seen in Russell et. al. [12], both the aluminum and iodine pentoxide thermite and the aluminum 
and silver oxide thermite have characteristic flame temperatures and energy densities that would 
be expected of a metal and metal oxide reactions. However, out of these two, the halogen 
containing thermite has an expected flame temperature and energy density that is truly incredible. 
Ordinary combustion temperatures are normally around 2500 K and it is common to see thermites 
to have energy densities of 4000 kJ/kg. This iodine containing thermite has an expected flame 
temperature and energy density of over double the usual values. 
 
These properties lend themselves well to the use of this thermite for biocidal purposes. This is due 
to the fact that biological organisms have a very limited temperature range over which they can 
survive. Above this representative temperature range the cell or cells of the biological is known to 
experience DNA damage and death [17, 18]. Even if the actual temperature of the products of the 
reaction were significantly lower than this predicted value, it would likely still be much higher 
than the survival temperature of most biological agents.  
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However, there is an issue that arises with using thermites to increase the temperature of any space. 
The temperatures produced by thermites have been found to have an exponential decrease from 
the source [19]. This means that only a localized area around the combustion zone will experience 
a significant temperature rise, while the majority of a large space and possibly the biological agent 
will remain at ambient temperature. This is of less concern for the aluminum and iodine pentoxide 
biocidal thermite due to the production of the iodine gas. 
 
Iodine is known to destroy biological agents. This is believed to be due to the prevention of cortex 
degradation that is required for germination which will result in the death of a colony of bacteria 
[20, 21]. Thus, iodine gas production would allow the thermite mixture to destroy the target 
biological agent without having to heat it to extreme temperatures by combusting on top of it and 
would allow for handling of air borne bacteria [22]. However, the iodine has to be able to penetrate 
into the cortex of the cell to accomplish this [22]. Mulamba et. al. [22] shows the effect of 
temperature and iodine on the deactivation of a colony of bacillus thuringiensis which is very 
comparable to the bacteria known as anthrax. As can be seen, iodine vapor alone does very little 
to these bacteria. A temperature increase and action time are also needed for the colony to be 
entirely destroyed. This is believed to be due to the structure of the bacteria which can also be seen 
in Mulamba et. al. [22] (This was originally taken from [23]). As the temperature of the bacteria 
rises, the channels which travel directly to its cortex are believed to widen, allowing the iodine gas 
more of an opportunity to affect the cell [22]. Furthermore, as the temperature increases, the iodine 
gas also gains more energy which allows it to better permeate into the cortex [22]. 
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As was mentioned, exposure time is also a factor in deciding the deactivation percentage of 
bacteria. Thus, as can be inferred or seen in Mulamba et. al. [22], the time required decreases as 
the temperature increases or as the ability for iodine to affect the bacteria’s cortexes increases. 
Temperature then is a controlling factor in this biocidal thermite’s potency. 
    
One important point though is that a system that contains iodine is more deadly to bacteria than 
the same system without it. This is shown in Mulamba et. al. [22], which shows the deactivation 
percentage of bacteria increases faster with temperature in a system with iodine than a system 
which is only being heated.  This is especially beneficial for bacteria that are more resilient to 
higher temperatures and gives a reason for this system to be studied.  
   
3.2. Iodine Pentoxide Characteristics 
Iodine Pentoxide is of course the oxidizer in this particular thermite and it has very interesting 
properties that must be considered if its associated thermite reaction is to be understood. A very 
controlling feature of iodine pentoxide is that it is extremely hygroscopic and will change oxidation 
states readily depending on the amount of humidity it is exposed to [3]. When exposed to humidity 
levels of 50% and 70%, the oxidizer changes form to HI3O8 and HIO3, respectively [24, 25]. This 
can have extremely negative effects on the thermitic mixture and reaction. This hydrolysis of 
iodine pentoxide causes the particle sizes to not only increase, but also changes its entire chemistry 
causing it to react with aluminum to form alumina, Al2O3, at ambient conditions [26, 27]. This 
could be problematic for the storage of this mixture unless special precautions are taken. These 
precautions could involve something as simple as storing the thermite in vacuum or under gases 
containing no water vapor. Another method to deal with this would involve the creation of a barrier 
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around the iodine pentoxide itself so that contact with water was minimized. This type of barrier 
is possible by coating the oxidizer in iron oxide using a vapor deposition method [6]. This method 
allows the amount of deposition to be controlled so that the iodine pentoxide particles are not 
engulfed in too much iron oxide which would largely inhibit their reaction with aluminum [6].  
 
By heating these hybrid particles to the decomposition temperature of iodine pentoxide and 
pumping the products through a mass spectrometer, it was found that the only products, not 
including iron, were atomic and molecular iodine and oxygen as shown in Feng et. al. [6]. If the 
oxidizer was hydrated, there would have also been iodine oxides detected so this method does 
prevent the hydrolysis [6]. Furthermore, the combustion characteristics of these particles can be 
largely shifted by changing the amount of iron deposited upon them [6]. This is also effectively 
shown in Feng et. al. [6] where there is obviously an optimum point between too little and too 
much iron oxide so as to maximize pressure rise and minimize burn time.  
 
With the hygroscopic nature of iodine pentoxide in mind, a question of thermite manufacturing 
procedure arises. It is common practice to mix aluminum and iodine pentoxide together using an 
intermediary fluid and a sonic mixer, and to then, dry the products using a vacuum chamber and/or 
heat. However, it has been shown that different intermediary fluids can change the reactivity of 
the dried mixture depending on the polarity of the fluid [28]. For iodine pentoxide specifically 
though, this is only half true. The polarity only has an effect because the more polar fluids have a 
tendency of having water in them which allows iodine pentoxide to hydrolyze to other states [29]. 
This hydrolysis leads to very interesting combustion characteristics. As has already been stated, 
the formation of iodic acid does cause a reaction to occur with the aluminum fuel at room 
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temperature. Furthermore, it causes an increase in the reactivity of the mixture overall [29]. This 
can be seen in Smith et. al. [29] which shows that the flame speed/reactivity increases as the 
polarity/water content of the mixing fluid increases. One interesting facet of this is that the data 
initially raises a contradiction to this trend. It has isopropanol having a faster flame speed than 
acetone, but acetone contains significantly more water [29]. The possible solution to this 
contradiction lies in the fact that when iodine pentoxide oxidizes alcohol, water is produced [29].  
 
This increase in reactivity is believed to stem from the production of a significant amount of gas 
early in the combustion process through the dehydration of iodic acid [29]. This gas production 
causes the system to more efficiently transfer heat and mass which significantly speeds up the 
combustion process [29]. Although, the final reaction might be faster, it also produces less energy 
if a significant portion of the iodine pentoxide goes to the second form of iodic acid (HIO3). This 
is shown in Smith et. al. [29] under the water carrier fluid statistics for the main reaction. This 
might be due to the drop in the heat of combustion associated with combusting aluminum and iodic 
acid instead of aluminum and iodine pentoxide as shown in Smith et. al. [29] since almost all of 
the iodine pentoxide would have changed to this second state of iodic acid when water was utilized 
as the carrier fluid. This data also shows that, again, the intermediary fluid polarity has little effect 
on the combustion characteristics of this thermite as can be seen by the isopropanol, acetone, 
hexane, and untreated samples having very similar onset temperatures and energy production for 
the main reaction [29]. 
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3.3. Reaction Enhancement 
Currently, a popular topic in thermite combustion is the use of nano-thermites, which have 
enhanced characteristics over thermites which consist of larger particle sizes. Biocidal thermites 
are no exception. One of the largest benefits of using nanometer scale particles is the increase 
reaction rate and reactivity. This occurs due to the better mixing of fuel and oxidizer that 
accompanies these sizes and the creation of more physical contact between the two from the 
increase in specific surface area [3]. This allows the fuel and oxidizer to more easily combine and 
proceed to react. This is an important characteristic especially for the aluminum and iodine 
pentoxide system. In this system, the rate controlling step is the sorption of atomic iodine ions in 
the alumina shell which surrounds each aluminum particle [3]. Thus, the increase in contact 
between the aluminum and iodine pentoxide particles allows this to happen more rapidly, 
increasing the reactivity and reaction speed [3].  
 
Furthermore, nanometer scale aluminum has been found to react at much lower temperatures than 
its micron scale counterparts, which have to reach the melting point of aluminum, 660 °C, to 
become reactive [30, 31]. When this is considered along with the fact that iodine pentoxide 
decomposes into iodine and oxygen at 400 °C, there is little possibility of complete reaction if the 
ignition of a micron scale mixture does not reach 660 °C very rapidly [3]. On the contrary, a 
nanometer scale mixture can have a complete reaction at much lower temperatures [3]. Farley et. 
al. [3] displays this through a plot of energy change versus temperature as measured by a 
differential scanning calorimeter and thermogravimetric analyzer for micron and nanometer scale 
thermites, respectively. For the micron scale aluminum mixture, only endothermic reactions are 
detected: the release of water, decomposition of iodine pentoxide, and the phase change of the 
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micron aluminum particles [3]. There is never a reaction between the aluminum and iodine 
pentoxide [3]. On the contrary, the nanometer scale aluminum mixtures had multiple exothermic 
reactions detected [3]. While this lack of reaction in micron aluminum is primarily due to the filler 
gas removing the oxygen from the test chamber, it still shows that nanometer scale thermite is 
much more reactive than micron scale [3]. 
 
A secondary effect of certain nanometer scale thermites is the creation of a pre-ignition reaction. 
This reaction occurs between the alumina shell around an aluminum particle and certain oxidizers 
to create a reaction prior to the reaction of the aluminum core and oxidizer [3, 29]. While it does 
exist for micron scale thermites as well, it is larger in nanometer scale thermites due to the 
increased specific surface area [3]. This type of reaction has been observed for biocidal thermites 
containing halogens such as iodine and fluorine [30, 32, 33]. This effect is believed to be caused 
for iodine systems by the reaction of radical iodine oxide (IO), which is released during the 
decomposition of iodine pentoxide, with the alumina shell [29]. Furthermore, this pre-ignition 
reaction is a function of iodine pentoxide oxidation state as seen earlier for the overall reactivity 
of iodine pentoxide [29]. The pre-ignition reactions provide more energy release and lower onset 
temperatures for the more oxidized versions of iodine pentoxide as can be seen in Smith et. al. 
[29] where water produces the most oxidized version of iodine pentoxide. This might be due to 
the increased heat transfer and mass diffusion associated with the large amount of gas that is 
emitted from the dehydration of iodic acid as was seen for the increase in reactivity [29].  
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 3.4. Iodine Measurements 
While there is limited analysis of the spectroscopic characteristics of biocidal thermites, there has 
been analysis of the same products in other systems that could be easily applicable to biocidal 
analysis as well. This is evident when investigating the work that has been done in COIL. COIL is 
an acronym for Chemical Oxygen-Iodine Laser and represents the only laser which is pumped 
solely by a chemical reaction without the need for the addition of any external power [15, 16]. The 
laser operates through the dissociation of molecular iodine and the excitement of the produced 
atomic iodine, which produce the lasing, by singlet oxygen [15, 16]. Due to this, it is simple to see 
that the amount of available iodine and oxygen is critical to laser performance and parameters, and 
thus, their measurement is key. However, the chemical characteristics of iodine, specifically its 
corrosiveness, make it very difficult to measure through traditional contact devices [15].  
 
One method that has been utilized well in the measurement of both molecular and atomic iodine 
concentrations in this system is absorption spectroscopy [15, 16, 34]. Through the use of this tool 
and a few equations, the Beer-Lambert Law, the Ideal Gas Law, and Dalton’s Law, results for the 
mass and flow rates of iodine can be accurately attained. As can be seen in Mainuddin et. al. [15], 
the amount of iodine measured using absorption spectroscopy is within five percent of the value 
obtained through weighing the iodine. Another test which utilized absorption spectroscopy for the 
same intention was able to get under nine percent error from the actual weighed value of iodine 
[16]. Similar tests have been performed to measure the concentration of atomic iodine as well 
which have also found good agreement [34].  
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 
The following describes the experimental setups and details needed to perform each experiment. 
It does not include a detailed list of equipment or chemicals and only refers to each piece using 
general terms. For a detailed equipment list, refer to Appendix A: List of Equipment and 
Chemicals. 
 
While there were several different tests performed in this research, they can be sorted into two 
categories depending on the equipment utilized. The first category being tests that used a 
spectrometer and a continuous light source and the second being tests that used a photodiode and 
modulated lasers.  
 
4.1. Spectrometer and Continuous Light Source Equipment Setup 
Figure 1 shows a basic overview of how the equipment was placed in almost all of the spectrometer 
and continuous light source tests.  
 
Figure 1: Overview of Spectrometer Tests 
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The continuous light source emitted light through a cell or chamber, depending on the test, which 
was reflected into a spectrometer. This continuum light source was then divided into its constituent 
wavelengths by a 2400 groove per millimeter grating within the spectrometer and was shined upon 
an intensity detector. Furthermore, the constituent wavelengths that were reflected onto the 
detector are selected to match the general area of the desired iodine band head. 
 
  4.1.1. Spectrometer Cell Tests 
The cell tests done so as to isolate the temperature and concentration dependence of various 
molecular iodine band heads. Thus, the equipment and setup for these tests was relatively straight 
forward. Each test utilized the same quartz cell that contained an iodine crystal. A mount was 
constructed from aluminum channel stock so that the cell could be easily held in the optical path 
with minimum motion so as to not disturb the alignment. After the cell was placed into the mount, 
the two were wrapped using heat wrap to provide a means of heating the cell. Furthermore, a type 
K thermocouple was placed between the wrap and the cell so that the surface temperature of the 
cell could be monitored. Finally, the cell and heat wrap were enveloped in alumina tape as an 
insulator for the setup. The actual cell and associated setup are shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
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Figure 2: Overview of the Cell Setup 
 
 
Figure 3: Close Up of the Cell Setup 
 
The performance and procedure for the cell tests was also in line with expectations. The continuous 
light source was turned on and allowed to reach operational temperature and steady state and then 
a spectrum of the cell was taken at room temperature using the detector controller to take a single 
image. The cell was then heated using an AC transformer connected to the heat wrap to a higher 
temperature and another spectrum was taken after the cell had time to reach equilibrium. This 
process was continued up to a maximum temperature of 873 Kelvin. The cell was then allowed to 
cool. Care was used so as to not heat or cool the quartz cell too rapidly to prevent cracking and 
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thermal stress. The increments utilized and the maximum temperature achieved was dependent on 
the test being performed. For temperature dependence tests, the cell was heated from room 
temperature to 373 Kelvin where a second spectrum would be taken; the first being at room 
temperature. From there, it was heated in 100 Kelvin increments up to 873 Kelvin with a spectrum 
being taken every 100 Kelvin after equilibrium was achieved. For concentration dependence tests, 
the cell was heated to a maximum of 397 Kelvin with a spectrum being taken at most every ten 
Kelvin from room temperature. These tests were performed this way due to the amount of vapor 
pressure that can be expected from iodine in this range [35]. The amount of iodine vapor pressure 
increases by three orders of magnitude, so an excellent calibration can be found at relatively low 
temperatures. Table 1 lists the temperatures utilized for these two types of tests at the various 
iodine band heads. 
Table 1: Temperatures Settings for Temperature and Concentration Spectrometer Tests 
 
   
4.1.2. Spectrometer Chamber Tests 
The spectrometer chamber tests were conducted to look at the effect that varying conditions had 
on the production of molecular iodine from the aluminum and iodine pentoxide system. This 
resulted in the test series being more complicated in setup and performance than the cell tests. One 
large difference was that these tests utilized a more complicated timing scheme than the cell tests,  
due to the need to activate the detector and ignite the aluminum and iodine pentoxide thermite 
within the chamber at precise times so that the entire event would be captured by the detector. 
First, the detector controller was set so that multiple images were taken when it was activated. The 
Test Type Tmin (K) Tmax (K) Increment (K)
Temperature 473.15 573.15 100
Temperature 473.15 873.15 200
Temperature 473.15 873.15 200
Concentration 297.15 397.15 10588
Iodine Band Head Wavelength (nm)
588
614.7
631.6
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exposure time was set between 7 and 100 milliseconds and 100 images were taken. The detector 
controller was also connected to an oscilloscope with function generator so that the output signal 
of the controller could be used to trigger the oscilloscope. This would cause a pulse to be sent from 
the oscilloscope to a pulse generator which, in turn, would activate a fire set. The activation of the 
fire set would cause an arc that ignited the thermite. The pulse generator between the oscilloscope 
and fire set was required due to the waveform requirements of the fire set which could not be met 
by the function generator of the oscilloscope. 
 
The chamber was made from a piece of square tube aluminum and was 3 inches in width and 
height and 8 inches in length. The sidewalls were 0.5 inches thick and it had two 0.75 inch holes 
for windows with 1 inch quartz windows sealing these holes. It was setup to allow the fire set leads 
to connect to the end wall of the chamber where they were sent through the wall into the chamber. 
From here, they were connected to a thermite igniter and holder. This igniter consisted of a plastic 
cylinder that was machined with a recess in the top to hold the thermite and two copper rods 
penetrating from the bottom of the cylinder up into the bottom of the recess. A graphite line was 
used to connect the two rods and allow for any thermite that was in the recess to be ignited after 
the fire set was connected to the rods and activated. Figures 4-7 display the chamber with 
associated fire set connections, the ignition cylinder, and the overall setup involving the chamber. 
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Figure 4: Overview of the Chamber Setup 
 
 
Figure 5: Close Up of the Chamber Setup 
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Figure 6: Chamber End Wall with Arc Igniter 
 
 
Figure 7: Chamber End Wall with Fire Set Connectors 
 
After a test was performed and the data had been collected, the chamber was vented using nitrogen. 
The nitrogen was forced into the chamber and then out of the chamber through an activated 
charcoal scrubber that removed any and all iodine vapor that remained in the chamber. The 
scrubber was actually intended for use in water lines, but also performed this task without issues 
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as well. The remaining harmless nitrogen and air was sent to the lab ventilation system utilized 
throughout the building. The chamber was then cleaned using ethanol to remove all condensed 
iodine. An image of the chamber ventilation setup is shown in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8: Chamber Ventilation System 
 
The thermite utilized in these tests was composed of aluminum and iodine pentoxide. Both were 
of the micron order in particle size and were mixed on site. They were mixed in half gram batches. 
The mixing itself required the two be placed into a beaker in the appropriate amounts depending 
on the specific test and then hexane was added as an intermediary fluid to allow for better 
homogeneity. An ultrasonic mixer was then placed into the beaker where sample was mixed for 
one minute in ten second cycles so as to prevent any type of reaction that could develop from 
excess heat. The mixture was then placed into a vacuum chamber for two hours at -30 inHg to 
evaporate the hexane and leave only the desired powder. This powder was then stored in a marked 
borosilicate vial until use. 
 
To 
Building 
Exhaust 
To 
Nitrogen 
Tank 
To 
Charcoal 
Scrubber 
Charcoal 
Scrubber 
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There were several different spectrometer chamber tests conducted which consisted of different 
powder mixtures and environmental conditions. These tests were unique in that they were only 
conducted for a single center wavelength. All of these tests were conducted for the 588 nanometer 
band head of molecular iodine. This band head was selected because it was inside the critical 
spectral range of iodine so the features would be apparent, but the absorption would not be so 
significant as to eliminate the output signal. These tests included varying mass, varying 
equivalence ratio, varying environment, and varying igniter. The varying mass tests consisted of 
using aluminum and iodine pentoxide thermite in different amounts for each test while maintaining 
the same equivalence ratio for each test. The varying equivalence ratio tests consisted of using the 
same amount of thermite in each test, but varying the equivalence ratio. The varying environment 
test involved using the same amount and equivalence ratio powder in an air and nitrogen 
environment. Finally, the varying igniter tests required the use of the same mount and equivalence 
ratio powder in air using the cylinder igniter and a detonator.  Table 2 lists the different tests that 
were conducted and the required parameters. 
Table 2: Test Parameters Used for Chamber Tests 
Varying Mass 
Test 
Number 
Amount 
(g) 
EQR Environment 
Ignition 
Source 
Camera Exposure Time (ms) 
1 0.125 1.000 Air Arc 50 
2 0.2501 1.000 Air Arc 50 
3 0.5002 1.000 Air Arc 50 
4 0.2501 1.000 Air Arc 50 
5 0.1251 1.000 Air Arc 50 
6 0.5001 1.000 Air Arc 50 
7 0.1251 0.9999 Air Arc 25 
8 0.25 0.9999 Air Arc 25 
9 0.1251 0.9999 Air Arc 7 
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Table 2 (cont.) 
Varying Equivalence Ratio (EQR) 
Test 
Number 
Amount 
(g) 
EQR Environment 
Ignition 
Source 
Camera Exposure Time (ms) 
1 0.25 1.0000 Air Arc 100 
2 0.2499 0.5002 Air Arc 100 
3 0.2499 0.5002 Air Arc 100 
4 0.2501 1.7515 Air Arc 100 
5 0.1249 0.5004 Air Arc 25 
6 0.1251 1.7500 Air Arc 25 
      
Varying Environment 
Test 
Number 
Amount 
(g) 
EQR Environment 
Ignition 
Source 
Camera Exposure Time (ms) 
1 0.25 1.0000 Air Arc 100 
2 0.25 1.0006 N2 Arc 100 
3 0.2502 1.0006 N2 Arc 100 
      
Varying Ignition Source 
Test 
Number 
Amount 
(g) 
EQR Environment 
Ignition 
Source 
Camera Exposure Time (ms) 
1 0.1097 0.9998 Air RP-80 100 
2 0.1136 0.9998 Air RP-2 100 
3 0.0973 1.0006 Air RP-2 100 
4 0.1922 0.9998 Air RP-2 100 
5 0.1162 1.0007 Air RP-2 25 
 
 4.2. Photodiode and Modulated Laser Equipment Setup 
For the tests which utilized a photodiode detector and modulated lasers, there were two different 
central setups. The first setup only had a single modulated fiber laser emitting light through the 
iodine cell or chamber and onto a photodiode. This setup was used to investigate the absorption of 
a single atomic iodine peak. The second setup had two lasers of the same wavelength emitting 
light through a cell or chamber and onto a photodiode. This setup was used to perform rapid 
measurements of molecular iodine concentration and has been referred to as the dual laser setup. 
Schematics of both setups are shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
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Figure 9: Overview of Atomic Iodine Setup 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Overview of Dual Laser Setup 
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4.2.1. Atomic Iodine Photodiode Tests 
As can be seen in Figure 9, the atomic iodine tests were relatively simple in setup. This was again 
due to the use of the system to only probe the absorption of the 1314.9 nanometer atomic iodine 
peak. It consisted of an infrared modulated fiber laser shining through a cell or chamber and onto 
a photodiode. The beam was collimated as it exited the fiber and then focused onto the photodiode 
sensor through the use two convex lenses. The laser itself was a narrow band diode laser with a 
minimum wavelength of 1312.6 nanometers and a maximum wavelength of 1315.4 nanometers. It 
could be modulated and have its temperature altered through a function generator and associated 
controller. The temperature alteration allowed for significant changes in laser wavelength while 
the current modulation allowed for smaller changes in wavelength. The laser and controller 
contained specifications on the effect that temperature and modulated current had on the produced 
wavelengths, which allowed for the proper choice of parameters so that the 1314.9 nanometer 
atomic iodine peak could be investigated. The iodine cell was the same quartz cell mentioned in 
Section 4.1. and utilized the exact same mount and heating method. The chamber was also the 
same one mentioned in Section 4.1. and was setup exactly the same. The lenses were two inch 
plano-convex lenses with a one inch focal length and the photodiode was selected to be sensitive 
in the desired infrared range. An overview image of the setup can be seen in Figure 11 with the 
cell in place. 
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Figure 11: Overview of the Atomic Iodine Photodiode Setup 
 
The most important piece of this setup is the modulation of the diode laser. The ability to alter the 
wavelength of the laser allows for the wavelength to be scanned over short ranges. The temperature 
largely sets the wavelength, but this modulation permits the wavelength to be cycled periodically. 
The scanning action allows for the peak to be visualized on a photodiode with a connected 
oscilloscope as a drop in observed intensity per unit time. The thermoelectric cooler which 
controlled the temperature of the laser was set to 328 Kelvin, and the function generator that 
modulated the laser was set so as to modulate using a ramp function that went from 0 to 325 
millivolts. This allowed for the proper base wavelength and amount of modulation. Furthermore, 
the waveform allowed the scanning action to be very visible and easily processed.  
 
As for the timing for such a system, it is dependent on whether the test in process utilized the cell 
or chamber. For the cell, it is basic in the fact that the only data recorded is that observed on the 
oscilloscope. This means that, after the cell is allowed to reach equilibrium, the oscilloscope data 
is just saved, since the cell will no longer show any type of temporal changes. This is similar to 
the method utilized for the spectrometer cell tests where oscillation frequency was of no concern. 
However, for the chamber tests, the function generator was set to modulate the laser at a frequency 
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of 25 kHz so as to monitor the temporal changes of the atomic iodine concentration within the 
combustion system in the chamber.  
 
The atomic iodine chamber tests were commenced in a manner very similar to that used by the 
spectrometer chamber tests. A pulse generator was connected to the fire set and oscilloscope and 
used to initiate both. The oscilloscope, when triggered, would begin recording the laser intensity 
measured by the photodiode and pressure measured by a pressure transducer connected to the 
chamber. While, the fire set would ignite the graphite bridge of the ignition cylinder in the chamber 
and the associated aluminum, potassium perchlorate, and iodine crystal mixture that was placed 
on top of this bridge.  
 
To investigate the temperature and concentration dependence of the desired atomic iodine line, the 
cell had to be heated to a high enough temperature so as to dissociate sufficient molecular iodine 
into atomic iodine to be measurable. This required the cell to be heated to 673 Kelvin. A value 
similar to this was initially calculated through a chemical equilibrium calculation, but was later 
verified by heating the cell to this point while running the laser into the photodiode and waiting 
for the peak to appear on an oscilloscope. After waiting for the cell to reach equilibrium, the 
oscilloscope data was recorded, and the cell was heated an additional 25 Kelvin and allowed to 
reach equilibrium before this data was also recorded. This process was continued to a maximum 
value of 873 Kelvin. Again, the cell was heated and cooled slowly so as to prevent cracking and 
thermal stress. 
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The chamber tests utilized a mixture of aluminum, potassium perchlorate, and iodine crystals. The 
aluminum and potassium perchlorate were mixed at an equivalence ratio of one and an amount of 
0.100 grams was used. Crushed iodine crystals were then added to this mixture in the amount of 
0.05 grams. This mixture was utilized instead of aluminum and iodine pentoxide due to the desire 
to heat the iodine directly and minimize scattering losses from the larger amounts of aluminum 
and iodine pentoxide that would have been needed.  
 
This mixture, as mentioned, was then placed into the ignition cylinder where it was packed and 
had a layer of masking tape placed over the top of the cylinder. The tape was used to prevent the 
mixture from separating before it absorbed enough heat to create ample atomic iodine. The 
chamber was then sealed, with the fire set connecting to the chamber end wall leads which 
connected to the ignition cylinder. The test was then ran using the timing scheme mentioned above 
with the concentration and pressure being measured for 100 milliseconds. 
 
As with the spectrometer chamber tests, the chamber was vented with nitrogen after the 
combustion process through a charcoal scrubber to remove any remaining iodine vapor. The inner 
chamber walls were then cleaned using ethanol so as to remove the condensed iodine. 
 
  4.2.2. Molecular Iodine Dual Laser Tests 
As can be seen in Figure 10, the dual laser tests were one of the most complicated tests to setup. 
This was due to the desire to investigate the 636 nanometer molecular iodine band head at a much 
more rapid rate than what could be done using the detector and spectrometer setup that was 
presented previously. The setup utilized two 635 nanometer diode lasers with each being incident 
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upon a 2400 groove per millimeter grating. The lasers themselves were designed for stage lighting 
and allowed for modulation for the purpose of turning them on and off. They were also equipped 
with cooling fans to maintain their designed wavelength. From here, each beam of light was 
reflected through a focusing lens onto a 100 micron slit and then through a second lens which 
recollimated the light. Then, each beam was reflected off of their individual mirrors through the 
cell or chamber and onto a single photodiode after being focused onto it. An overview of this setup 
is shown in Figures 12-15 below with the chamber in place. The setup would be the same for cell. 
 
Figure 12: Overview of Lasers and Optics for Dual Laser Setup 
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Figure 13: Close Up of Laser, Grating, and TEC Assemblies for Dual Laser Setup 
 
 
Figure 14: Close Up of Optics in Dual Laser Setup 
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Figure 15: Close Up of Photodiode, Focusing Lens, and Chamber for Dual Laser Setup 
 
Most of the optics utilized in this setup was used to decrease the width of each lasers mode form 
because they were too wide to properly measure the change in the band head. To investigate the 
molecular iodine band head, the wavelength of each laser had to be proper so as to sit at the top 
and bottom of the band head. This required a maximum mode form width of approximately 0.2 
nanometers. The lasers utilized each had a mode form that was approximately 1.5 nanometers in 
width. To decrease this width, the gratings were utilized to disperse the laser beam into its 
constituent wavelengths. Each beam was incident on its grating at the grazing angle so as to 
maximize possible dispersion. These disperse beams were then each sent through a two inch plano-
convex focusing lens with a six inch focal length. A slit was placed at this focal length so as to 
remove all unwanted dispersed wavelengths. Each beam was then recollimated using a one inch 
plano-convex lens with a two inch focal length. This prepared each beam for the path through the 
cell or chamber to a two inch plano-convex focusing lens with a one inch focal length which 
focused the beam onto the photodiode. 
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The lasers utilized were similar to the one used for atomic iodine work in that they could have their 
wavelength altered through temperature, and they could be modulated. This allowed for the 
temperature of each laser to be selected so that it placed the central wavelength of each laser on 
the top or bottom of the band head. With the use of a spectrometer, the appropriate temperature 
required for each laser was found. For the wavelength to be at the top of the 636 nanometer band 
head, the temperature needed to 295 Kelvin which was very close to the operational temperature 
of the laser. For the wavelength to be at the bottom of this band head, the temperature needed to 
be 298.35 Kelvin. These temperatures were achieved through the use of thermoelectric coolers and 
a variable DC power supply to control their energy output. 
 
As mentioned, the lasers could also be modulated using a function generator. In this case the desire 
of using the modulation was not to scan the wavelength. It was used so that only one beam of the 
laser was incident on the photodiode at a time. The intensity of each beam would allow for the 
measurement of concentration, so there was no need to scan out the particular peaks. These beams 
would be the average value of the upper and lower portions of the 636 nanometer band head. 
Therefore, the lasers were modulated using a pulse square wave form which was delayed between 
the lasers. Each laser was set to at 25 kilohertz with a 10 microsecond pulse width and a 20 
microsecond delay between the two lasers. While the frequency was not critical in any tests except 
for chamber tests, these settings were utilized throughout both the cell and chamber tests so as to 
maintain consistency. This data was collected as mentioned through a photodiode and an attached 
oscilloscope as done with the atomic iodine tests. 
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The dual laser setup was used through the iodine cell so as to perform a concentration and 
temperature calibration for this band head. These tests were performed in a very similar manner as 
that done for the same tests performed with the spectrometer setup. The dual lasers were turned on 
and heated to the appropriate temperatures. The lasers were then modulated and sent through the 
room temperature cell onto the active photodiode and attached oscilloscope. This data was 
recorded and then the cell was heated to the next desired value depending on the particular test 
being conducted. For the temperature dependence tests, the cell was then heated to 373 Kelvin and 
allowed to reach equilibrium before the data was recorded. Afterwards, the cell was heated in 100 
Kelvin increments up to 873 Kelvin with the oscilloscope data being collected after equilibrium 
was reached at each increment. For the concentration dependence tests, the cell was then heated in 
10 Kelvin increments up to 357 Kelvin with the oscilloscope data being collected after equilibrium 
was reached at each increment. The concentration tests were performed this way as in the 
spectrometer concentration tests because of the increase in vapor pressure of molecular iodine by 
almost three orders of magnitude from room temperature to 357 Kelvin which allows for an 
excellent calibration. 
 
The dual laser chamber tests utilized a very similar process as the cell tests. The primary difference 
was the need for a timing scheme. The chamber utilized for these tests was the same one used for 
the spectrometer chamber tests, and the timing is similar between the two experiments. In this case, 
the lasers were turned on and heated to the appropriate temperatures. They were then modulated 
appropriately and the photodiode and oscilloscope were setup so as to perform a single five second 
data collection when triggered by a connected pulse generator. The pulse generator was also 
connected to a fire set so that, when the fire set was ready and the pulse generator manually 
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triggered, the photodiode and oscilloscope would begin recording data and the fire set would ignite 
the contents of the chamber. 
 
As mentioned in the spectrometer chamber tests, the fire set is connected to the chamber through 
the end wall and is connected to the ignition cylinder where the combustion materials are ignited 
from an arc across a graphite bridge connecting two copper electrodes. In this case, the combustion 
material was a 0.125 gram mixture of aluminum and iodine pentoxide thermite. This mixture had 
an equivalence ratio of one and was utilized solely as a means of testing the dual laser setup and 
its capabilities of measuring iodine concentration. 
 
After the test the chamber was vented with nitrogen through a charcoal scrubber as with the 
spectrometer chamber tests. The chamber was then cleaned using ethanol to remove all condensed 
iodine from the chamber surfaces. 
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CHAPTER 5: DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 
 
The procedures utilized in processing all of the data into a useable format are now presented, 
including an overview of each process with example images.  
 
All of the different images and files which were recorded throughout the various experiments were 
processed so that either the modified Beer-Lambert Law could be solved for concentration or so 
that the modified Beer-Lambert Law’s dependence on temperature could be isolated and 
visualized. With this in mind, the two different types of images, spectrometer and photodiode 
images, have very similar processing techniques that are different due solely to the particular data 
that each produced. 
 
 5.1. Spectrometer Images 
The data collected using the spectrometer and the detector produces a text file which contains the 
measured intensity on different pixels of the detector. Thus, an image of intensity versus pixel can 
easily be produced. An example of such is shown Figure 16. 
 
Figure 16: Example of Molecular Iodine Unprocessed Spectrum 
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Furthermore, this data is related to the intensity at different wavelengths due to the grating in the 
spectrometer separating the incoming continuum source into separate wavelengths and dispersing 
them over the detector. This allows for a wavelength calibration to be performed so that 
wavelength values can be assigned to the specific pixel values of the detector.  
 
The calibration requires taking an image of a source with emission spectra in the spectral range 
that the detector is currently viewing that have known wavelength values. This is usually done 
with atomic sources such as mercury, neon, and krypton. After the image is taken, the wavelengths 
of the known emission lines are assigned to the pixel number of the appropriate observed emission 
line. This is done for a minimum of four lines so that a quadratic fit can be performed that results 
in each pixel having a particular wavelength assigned to it. This results in a plot similar to that of 
Figure 17. All of the wavelength calibrations utilized are reported in Appendix B: Wavelength and 
Concentration Calibrations. 
 
Figure 17: Example of Wavelength Calibration 
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After a wavelength calibration is performed and the desired spectra obtained, the intensity values 
are then divided by the signal measured with no iodine present, i.e., I0. This is done by taking 
another spectrum that will not detect iodine and dividing that spectrum into those already obtained. 
For the iodine cell, I0 is obtained by taking a spectrum of the light source going through the cell at 
room temperature. For the chamber, this is found by recording a spectrum of the light source just 
going through the chamber windows without any combustion. With this done, a plot of I/I0 versus 
wavelength is produced which would be similar to Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18: Example of Molecular Iodine Spectrum Normalized to Source 
 
Furthermore, the plots can also be normalized to the maximum value of I/I0. This is done to divide 
the plot along the iodine band head which usually accounts for the point of highest and lowest 
intensity as it is crossed over. A normalized plot is presented in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Example of Normalized Molecular Iodine Spectrum 
 
  5.1.1. Spectrometer Cell Temperature Dependence Images 
This marks the point where the processing of chamber tests and cell tests begin to differ and the 
point where the left-hand side of the Beer-Lambert Law has been solved for. All that remains is to 
analyze the temperature dependence of B, solve for B, and then calculate the concentration, n. For 
cell tests where temperature dependence is being investigated, the upper and lower intensity 
portions of the band head are isolated for a spectrum taken at a known temperature whose has 
already been normalized to the source or I0. This isolation extends approximately 0.2 nanometers 
in both directions of the band head. Each portion then has its intensity values averaged. The lower 
average values of the lower portion of the band head are then normalized to the average values of 
the upper portion to form a ratio designated as I*. This value then has the negative of a natural 
logarithm taken of it. This is done for each temperature that the spectra are collected, and the 
results can be plotted versus their associated temperature so that the dependence can be visualized. 
This results in the temperature dependence of the B value being solved for. A plot of the results of 
such a process is given in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Example of Molecular Iodine Temperature Dependence Plot 
 
  5.1.2. Spectrometer Cell Concentration Calibration Images 
The processing of cell tests where the concentration dependence, the B parameter is to be attained, 
has some similarities to the processing of the temperature dependence data. However, in this case, 
the concentration of iodine in the cell has to be known for several spectra. The intensity values of 
a single wavelength are then compared to their associated concentration values and are fitted with 
an exponential equation. This produces an equation that is similar in form to the modified Beer-
Lambert Law [or eq. (5)] with concentration as the dependent variable and the B parameter as the 
coefficient. From this point, eqs. (6)-(8) can be solved, which results in the calculation of the iodine 
molecules in the lower vibrational state in the ground electronic level. The modified Beer-Lambert 
Law then has every variable solved for, except for the A parameter, which can then be isolated and 
calculated.  
 
However, the important value that these calibrations were done to isolate was the B parameter. 
Figure 21 displays the intensity values of a single wavelength versus the associated number density 
of iodine and the equation produced from fitting the data. The ‘x’ and its associated constant in the 
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upper part of exponential of Figure 21 is the concentration and B parameter, respectively. 
Furthermore, all concentration calibrations can be found in Appendix B: Wavelength and 
Concentration Calibration. 
 
Figure 21: Molecular Iodine Concentration Calibration Plot 
 
Also, if the concentration calibration is to be used for a spectrum that has been normalized to the 
maximum intensity, the calibration should also be done with a normalized spectrum. If this is not 
done, the calibration will not be applicable to normalized spectrum. 
 
5.1.3. Spectrometer Chamber Images 
With the temperature and concentration dependence analyzed, the concentration of spectra 
collected from chamber tests can be calculated with further calculations. The first manipulation is 
to locate the intensity values across all of the spectra taken for a chamber test for the wavelength 
which has been calibrated (or for which the B value has been found). These values will have 
already been normalized to only the light signal, I0, and can already have been normalized to the 
highest measured intensity as mentioned earlier. The modified Beer-Lambert Law is then solved 
for by taking the negative of the natural logarithm of each I/I0 value and then dividing by the value 
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of B. This yields the concentration that each intensity value corresponds to. Furthermore, these 
values of concentration are also known on a temporal level, since the timing between spectra is 
recognized, and thus, a plot of concentration versus time during a combustion event can be created 
as shown in Figure 22. 
 
Figure 22: Example of Temporal Iodine Concentration Plot 
  
5.2 Photodiode Images 
The photodiode tests required significantly different processing depending on the specific test. 
When investigating the temperature and concentration dependence or the temporal concentration 
variation of a single atomic iodine line, a ramped function is used to modulate the laser wavelength. 
This produces a ramp function as measured by the photodiode with an absorption peak as the laser 
traces out the atomic iodine peak, as shown in Figure 23.  
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Figure 23: Example of Atomic Iodine Absorption Data 
 
Since this only being one known peak, a wavelength calibration is unnecessary. When performing 
a temperature calibration, this type of data is recorded over several known temperatures, as was 
done with the temperature dependent spectrometer data. To process this, a background has to be 
fit that would match the ramp function if the absorption peak was not present. This is the signal 
without any iodine or I0. The recorded ramp is then divided by this new ramp to create the required 
I/I0 values. The minimum value for each temperature is then found which corresponds to the base 
of the atomic iodine peak. The negative of the natural logarithm is then taken of these minimum 
values and they are compared to their associated temperatures. Again, this is done to solve the 
modified Beer-Lambert Law for the A parameter, the concentration, and the fraction of atoms in 
the lower state to help investigate the effect that temperature and concentration changes had on 
these parameters. Figure 24 is a plot of what these calculation give. 
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Figure 24: Example of Atomic Iodine Temperature Dependence Plot 
 
The data produced from the temporal concentration variation tests was very similar to that shown 
in Figure 23. These ramps are then also divided by the signal with no iodine present or I0. This 
value is then subtracted from the number one to invert the absorption peaks and an integral with 
respect to the width of the peak is taken to find a value known as the integrated absorption [14]. 
This is basically the integral of the Beer-Lambert Law and allows for the solution of concentration 
as the intensity fraction changes throughout the test. This type of analysis produces a plot similar 
to that of Figure 25 below. 
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Figure 25: Example of Atomic Iodine Concentration Plot 
 
For the dual laser tests the photodiode records data that contains two different lasers representing 
either side of an iodine band head as the lasers pass through an iodine cell or chamber. The lasers 
are modulated and delayed from each other so that the photodiode captures one laser at a time. 
Figure 26 shows an example of this produced data.  
 
Figure 26: Example of Data Produced by Dual Laser Setup 
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This data needs a wavelength calibration so that the appropriate temperatures can be selected to 
position the laser wavelengths at the top and bottom of the band head. However, since the laser 
wavelengths are known initially to be at 635 nanometer, the calibration can be more liberal and 
rely on less emission lines. A two point calibration would suffice for these purposes 
 
To normalize each laser to an uninterrupted signal, I0, the lasers are sent through the iodine cell at 
room temperature or into the chamber, prior to any test. The maximum voltage measured by the 
photodiode for each laser is then found and recorded as I0. These values are then divided into the 
maximum value found for each laser from an actual test to produce an intensity fraction value for 
each laser. For tests that have a temporal component such as the chamber test, each laser beam that 
is recorded over the entire test is divided by its respective I0 value. The intensity fraction of the 
lower band head is then divided by that of the upper band head to form I* and the negative of the 
natural logarithm is then taken of this value. The two lasers come together to form a singular value 
representing the change in the band head with temperature and concentration at a certain moment. 
This also means that temporal tests have multiple values representing the changes seen as the test 
proceeded. 
 
  5.2.1. Photodiode Dual Laser Cell Temperature Dependence Images 
The processing up to this point has been the same for all dual laser tests, but different steps will 
have to be taken for each. For the cell temperature dependence test, the ratio value for each 
temperature is then compared to its associated temperature as shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27: Example of Dual Laser Molecular Iodine Temperature Dependence Plot 
 
  5.2.2. Photodiode Dual Laser Cell Concentration Calibration Images 
The dual laser concentration test consists of comparing the ratio value to the specific concentration 
of iodine in the cell when the measurement was taken. This data is then fit to an exponential curve 
so as to mimic the modified Beer-Lambert Law [or eq. (5)] and produce the B value. Eqs. (6)-(8) 
are then solved to produce the population fraction in the lower vibrational energy level of the 
ground electronic state. With this, all of the variables of the modified Beer-Lambert Law will have 
been solved for, except for the A parameter which can then be calculated. Figure 28 presents the 
exponential fit and the associated equation. 
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Figure 28: Example of Dual Laser Concentration Calibration Plot 
 
Again, the primary purpose of this fit was to produce the B value which is shown as coefficient of 
the ‘x’ variable or concentration in Figure 28. The solution for the A parameter is only an aside. 
 
  5.2.3. Photodiode Dual Laser Chamber Images 
The dual laser chamber tests require taking only the intensity fractions that have already been 
discussed and dividing them by the B parameter obtained from the concentration calibration to 
find the concentration changes over the course of the test. The modified Beer-Lambert Law will 
be used to solve for concentration. This is demonstrated in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: Example of Dual Laser Molecular Iodine Concentration Plot 
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CHAPTER 6: PROCESSED DATA 
 
At this point, all of the data mentioned is presented. It is most easily separated by the wavelength 
being examined with the particular tests at that wavelength being listed within that section. Here 
we will not yet discuss and interpret the results. This analysis will performed in Chapter 7. 
Furthermore, the spectra collected from each test will not be displayed. Only a single spectra of 
each spectra range examined and the plots of the desired characteristics will be shown. 
 
 6.1. Molecular Iodine 588 Nanometer Band Head 
The 588 nanometer band head of molecular iodine had the most tests conducted, including 
temperature dependence measurements, a concentration calibration, and all of the varying 
parameter aluminum and iodine pentoxide thermite tests. Figure 30 shows the absorption spectrum 
of this band head at 377 Kelvin. 
 
Figure 30: 588 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Spectrum 
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6.1.1. Temperature Dependence Measurements 
Figure 31 shows the variation of the 588 nanometer band head with temperature. 
 
Figure 31: 588 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Temperature Dependence 
 
  6.1.2. Concentration Calibration 
Figure 32 shows the variation of the 588 nanometer band head with iodine concentration and the 
associated fit to this variation.  
 
Figure 32: 588 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Concentration Calibration 
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6.1.3. Temporal Concentration Variation 
Data presented in Figures 33-41 show the effect that the various environmental and combustion 
parameters had on the production of iodine and its life cycle within the combustion chamber. Each 
plot gives a comparison to other tests of the same type which had a parameter altered (unless the 
test was solely different, then it will be plotted alone). Table 2 in Chapter 4 or Appendix C: Test 
Matrix can be referred to for specific details concerning each test, but the primary variable 
characteristic and its intended value will be listed on the plot. 
 
Figure 33: Comparison of Varying Mass Tests 1-3 
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Figure 34: Comparison of Varying Mass Tests 4-6 
 
 
Figure 35: Comparison of Varying Mass Tests 7-8 
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Figure 36: Varying Mass Test 9 
 
 
Figure 37: Comparison of Varying Equivalence Ratio Tests 1-4 
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Figure 38: Comparison of Varying Equivalence Ratio Tests 5-7 
 
 
Figure 39: Comparison of Varying Environment Tests 1-3 
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Figure 40: Comparison of Varying Ignition Tests 2-4 
 
 
Figure 41: Varying Ignition Test 5 
 
6.2. Molecular Iodine 614.7 Nanometer Band Head 
The 614.7 nanometer band head was only investigated for its temperature dependence. The 
reasoning behind this will be discussed in the following chapter. Figure 42 shows the absorption 
spectrum of this band head at 473 Kelvin. 
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Figure 42: 614.7 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Spectrum 
 
6.2.1. Temperature Dependence Measurements 
Represented in Figure 43 is the variation of the 614.7 nanometer band head with temperature. 
 
Figure 43: 614.7 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Temperature Dependence 
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6.3. Molecular Iodine 631.6 Nanometer Band Head 
The 631.6 nanometer band head was only investigated for its temperature dependence. The 
reasoning behind this will be discussed in the following chapter. Figure 44 shows the absorption 
spectrum of this band head at 473 Kelvin. 
 
Figure 44: 631.6 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Spectrum 
 
6.3.1. Temperature Dependence Measurements 
Figure 45 shows the variation of the 631.6 nanometer band head with temperature. 
 
Figure 45: 631.6 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Temperature Dependence 
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 6.4. Molecular Iodine 636 Nanometer Band Head 
The 636 nanometer band head of molecular iodine had the second most tests conducted, including 
temperature dependence measurements, a concentration calibration, and a single aluminum and 
iodine pentoxide thermite test. Figure 46 shows this band head at 473 Kelvin. 
 
Figure 46: 636 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Spectrum 
  
6.4.1. Temperature Dependence Measurements 
Figure 47 shows the variation of the 636 nanometer band head with temperature. 
 
Figure 47: 636 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Temperature Dependence 
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6.4.2. Concentration Calibration 
Figure 48 shows the variation of the 636 nanometer band head with iodine concentration and the 
associated fit to this variation. 
 
Figure 48: 636 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Concentration Calibration 
   
6.4.3. Temporal Concentration Variation 
Figure 49 below shows the variation of iodine concentration with time (up to 5 seconds) inside the 
chamber, as measured by the dual laser configuration. 
 
Figure 49: 636 nm Band Head Measurement of Molecular Iodine Concentration 
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6.5. Atomic Iodine 1314.9 Nanometer Peak 
The 1314.9 nanometer atomic iodine peak was investigated for its combined temperature and 
concentration dependence and temporal concentration variation. Figure 50 presents this peak at 
748 Kelvin. 
 
Figure 50: 1314.9 nm Atomic Iodine Photodiode Spectrum 
 
6.5.1. Concentration and Temperature Dependence Measurements 
Figure 51 presents the variation of the 1314.9 nanometer atomic iodine peak with temperature. 
 
Figure 51: 1314.9 nm Atomic Iodine Temperature Dependence 
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6.5.2. Temporal Concentration Variation 
Finally, Figure 52 presents the concentration variation of atomic iodine with time (up to 94.5 
milliseconds) inside the chamber, as measured by a single modulated laser. 
 
Figure 52: 1314.9 nm Measurement of Atomic Iodine Concentration 
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CHAPTER 7: RESULTS 
 
This chapter is organized based on the variable dependence, such as temperature, concentration, 
and temporal concentration variation. This is done so that relevant connections can be formed 
among the various iodine spectral features analyzed. 
 
 7.1. Molecular Iodine Temperature Dependence 
As were seen in Figures 31, 43, 45, and 47, the temperature dependence of the 588, 614.7, 631.6, 
and 636 nanometer band heads of molecular iodine is very limited. Each plot shows the same 
feature: the sensitivity starts out stronger with the B parameter increasing with increasing 
temperature, then it plateaus to almost no change with temperature, and then begins to show the 
reverse dependence with B decreasing with temperature. 
 
This trend is most strongly seen in the 636 nanometer band head which has the overall greatest 
temperature dependence at the lower and higher temperature segments. This band head displays 
positive B parameter dependence on temperature from 473 Kelvin up to approximately 570 Kelvin, 
where the dependence peaks and begins to display reverse dependence. This dependence is quite 
limited from 570 Kelvin to 770 Kelvin, but then begins to increases sharply at the 770 Kelvin 
temperature.  
 
The other three band heads display very similar sensitivity in their dependence on temperature at 
the beginning of the temperature range. The 614.7 and 631.6 nanometer band heads show positive 
B parameter dependence from 473 Kelvin to approximately 670 Kelvin, where the dependence 
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begins to reverse to the 873 Kelvin marker. For the 614.7 nanometer band head, the reverse 
dependence is almost as strong as the initial positive dependence. The 631.6 nanometer band head 
shows much less negative B parameter dependence and almost seems to plateau.  
 
As was mentioned, the 588 nanometer band head also displays positive B parameter dependence 
for the temperature range investigated. Note that the 588 nanometer band head temperature 
measurement is only over a limited range of temperatures. The temperature only spanned 100 
Kelvin from 473 to 573 Kelvin. The measurement was taken like this due to the temperature 
dependence of the cell that was being utilized at the time which had a maximum temperature of 
573 Kelvin. This obscures the possible dependence of this band head and limits the usefulness of 
this data. However, if the 614.7 and 631.6 nanometer band head temperature dependence plots are 
compared to that of the 588 nanometer band head, they all display similarity in the beginning trend,  
and they have similar sensitivity in dependence. It can be postulated that this band head might 
show features similar to these two band heads which display similarities in and of them.  
 
As noted, each band head does display temperature dependence at the beginning and end of the 
temperature ranges. Whether the dependence is positive or negative, both will disturb the 
concentration measurement. The displayed dependence of each band head is very minor when 
compared to the sensitivity of the spectrum to concentration, as seen in the concentration 
calibrations of the 588 and 636 nanometer band heads. This indicates that these band heads are all 
excellent candidates for concentration measurements, since temperature variation in the B 
parameter can be basically ignored as compared to concentration dependence. 
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 7.2. Molecular Iodine Concentration Calibration 
The 588 and 636 nanometer concentration calibrations were performed in similar fashion, but had 
starkly different results. The 588 nanometer band head showed good agreement to the fitted 
exponential function and had a correlation coefficient of approximately 0.997, as was seen in 
Figure 32. However, the same exponential fit for the 636 nanometer band head only had a 
correlation coefficient of 0.862 and obviously did not fit the data as well when Figure 32 and 48 
are compared.  
 
There are several possible reasons. The first reason is the method of data collection. For the 588 
nanometer band head, a single continuous light source was focused directly through the cell and 
into the spectrometer. This light source engulfed the entire diameter of the cell and then exited the 
other end. For the 636 nanometer band head, two lasers had to be sent through the cell which 
required them to be offset from each other. This resulted in the lasers going into the cell at angles 
that were not perpendicular to the face of the cell, as with the continuous light source. This may 
have caused some laser light to travel through the sidewall of the quartz cell or reflect off of the 
inner surface of the cell and still be detected by the photodiode. While this would not be a problem 
when the cell had limited iodine vapor, as the cell was heated and the vapor amount increased, the 
vapor might absorb and scatter so much of the laser radiation that all that remained was what was 
traveling through the sidewall. This would of course obscure the intended measurement. 
 
Another possibility was alteration of the intended laser wavelength during the calibration test. If 
the wavelength varied around the intended wavelength during the test, changes in intensity due to 
concentration would be combined with changes in intensity due to location in the iodine spectrum. 
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This could not be accounted for, but would alter the intended measurement. This could be caused 
by the temperature of the lasers fluctuating during the process of measurement or slight motion in 
the optics specifically the slits. While the temperature was closely monitored and the optics were 
believed to be firmly attached in place, this still could cause such an issue as well. 
 
 7.3. Molecular Iodine Temporal Concentration Variation 
The 588 and 636 nanometer band heads were the only ones utilized for concentration 
measurements for a specific reason. The 614.7 and 631.6 nanometer band heads were not utilized 
for concentration measurements even though they were excellent candidates, because of the lack 
of available lasers with these approximate wavelengths. The data produced from the 588 
nanometer band head covered the need for spectrometer and continuous light source data due to 
allowing for the measurement of concentration and visualization of trends. The need onward was 
for faster data acquisition, which was to be done using a laser and photodiode. However, there is 
a lack of lasers in the aforementioned ranges, so only temperature measurements could be made 
utilizing the spectrometer. 
 
As can be seen in all of the entire temporal concentration variations tests, the timing is not exactly 
the same on any of the tests. They are staggered from each other with some having a longer or 
shorter delay than others. This variation in ignition was caused by the fire set and pulse generator 
utilized for the timing scheme. They both had significant variation in delays between activation 
and ignition between tests. This resulted in the staggered data, but was considered non-
consequential, since they could still be easily compared. 
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One result evident from the concentration testing (and which requires an overview of all of the 
tests) is the lingering potential of iodine. If the various concentration measurement plots are 
investigated for the 588 and 636 nanometer band heads, it becomes obvious iodine remained in 
the chamber for a minimum of 10 seconds after the ignition. Furthermore, these 10 seconds is the 
longest test performed and the iodine concentration was still significant at these levels. While this 
is possibly a manifestation of the chamber utilized being small and warming through the 
condensing of gaseous iodine, it is still interesting that it would maintain in the one mole per meter 
cubed levels after 10 seconds. 
 
  7.3.1 588 Nanometer Band Head Varying Mass Tests 
Tests 1-6 of the varying mass matrix showed many useful trends in iodine production from 
aluminum and iodine pentoxide thermites, some of which would be entirely expected. The most 
obvious and expected trend is that the tests which contained more thermite produced more iodine. 
This is proven from most of the tests shown in Figures 33 and 34 except Test 2. Test 2 which was 
double the thermite of Test 1 showed a steady state value almost nearly identical to Test 1. This is 
believed to have been caused due to thermite not fully igniting and the thermite powder being 
largely scattered around the chamber during ignition. This could have been caused by an air pocket 
in the thermite or the upper layers of the thermite mixture not being ignited rapidly enough due to 
oxidation of the iodine pentoxide. 
 
The tests with more thermite also had a larger early jump in iodine concentration. This can be seen 
in Figures 33 and 34 where the tests which had 0.5 grams of thermite had an almost immediate 
increase of iodine concentration that is not seen in the 0.25 and 0.125 gram tests. The 0.25 gram 
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tests also exhibit a similar trend, but not to this degree. This faster increase in concentration can 
be contributed to this powder being more packed under its own weight, allowing for better ignition 
and more complete transformation of solid iodine pentoxide to gaseous iodine. 
 
This early rapid increase in concentration for the 0.5 gram tests was also accompanied by a rapid 
decrease in concentration shortly after and then an increase to a steady state value. This may be 
caused when this original cloud of iodine reacts with the much cooler chamber walls and condenses 
out. The value then begins to increase again as the chamber surface warms and becomes covered 
with liquid and solid iodine. This would cause the condensation of iodine to slow and allow other 
clouds of iodine which had not made it to the detection area of the chamber to arrive. Furthermore, 
the windows of the chamber would also have iodine condense upon them which could cause the 
value of iodine to appear to increase or not drop below a certain value. 
 
Tests 7-9 may have shown that the exact concentration values measured prior to 0.35 seconds may 
have been significantly higher than Tests 1-6 show. This would be due to the exposure time of 
Tests 1-6 being double that of Tests 7-8 and approximately seven times higher than Test 9. The 
longer the exposure time is set, the longer the image is averaged. This greatly limits the time 
resolution and covers the trends which happen more rapidly. As can be seen in Figures 35-36, the 
maximum amount of produced iodine is increasing as the exposure time is lessened and the 
concentration is increasing much more rapidly. 
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  7.3.2. 588 Nanometer Band Head Varying Equivalence Ratio Tests 
The varying equivalence ratio tests had one trend at all exposure times. That was that the most 
iodine production came from the standard aluminum and iodine pentoxide reaction with an 
equivalence ratio of one. As can be seen in Figures 37-38, the iodine production early from Test 1 
was the greatest at both 100 millisecond exposure time and 25 millisecond exposure time. This is 
due to the propagation of heat in the reacting powder and the products produced.  
 
In the leaner tests, Tests 2, 3, and 5, there was excess iodine pentoxide in the mixture. This means 
that the aluminum had more than enough oxidizer to carry all of it to its final form as alumina 
(Al2O3). However, the remaining iodine pentoxide remains in this form and does not react to form 
gaseous iodine, since its fuel source has been completely consumed. Furthermore, the excess 
iodine pentoxide that is inevitably around any aluminum and iodine pentoxide reaction will only 
absorb the produced heat. This helps to further inhibit the propagation of the reaction, since likely 
no aluminum in the area remains to be reacted. 
 
In the rich tests, Tests 4 and 6, there was excess aluminum in the mixture. This excess allows for 
all of the iodine pentoxide to react and form iodine if the iodine pentoxide was sufficiently hot 
enough and in the vicinity of a hot aluminum particle. However, due to the amount of excess 
aluminum and its high heat conductance, that heat is quickly dissipated into much of the aluminum 
which is not close-enough to any iodine pentoxide to propagate the reaction. This would end the 
reaction and limits the production of iodine. 
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A related observation to this is that the lean tests have so much less iodine production than the rich 
tests. This is believed to be due to the increased heat transfer in the rich tests from the excess 
aluminum. The excess iodine pentoxide is much less capable of effectively transferring heat, and 
thus, it ends up just absorbing the heat and not transferring to another iodine pentoxide or 
aluminum that could use it to react. A fix would have been to insulate the inner chamber walls to 
minimize heat transfer from the iodine vapor to the chamber. 
 
One thing to note though is that the rich test, Test 4, in Figure 37 does have a steady state value 
similar to the test with the equivalence ratio of one, Test 1. Furthermore, the rich test (Test 6) in 
Figure 38 even has a greater iodine concentration than the standard ratio test shortly after the peak. 
This could be due to the higher temperature of the standard ratio test causing more heat transfer 
with the chamber walls resulting in more condensing iodine. 
 
Of course, this test matrix is does not show that aluminum and iodine pentoxide thermite with an 
equivalence ratio of one has the highest production of gaseous iodine. It only shows that it produces 
more over certain time scales than the same thermite with an equivalence ratio of 0.5 and 1.75. 
 
  7.3.3. 588 Nanometer Band Head Varying Environment Tests 
The varying environment tests show the importance of air in the aluminum and iodine pentoxide 
reaction. Figure 39 shows three tests. Test 1 was conducted in air while Tests 2-3 were conducted 
in the chamber that contained only nitrogen (99%). The air test resulted in an order of magnitude 
higher iodine production than the nitrogen tests. This is believed to be due to the oxidation of the 
aluminum by the oxygen in the air. The heat released from the graphite arc when the test starts 
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causes the aluminum and iodine pentoxide to react, which requires no air. However, since this was 
micron scale aluminum, the reaction between these solid particles can be difficult since the 
aluminum and iodine pentoxide need to be hot enough to react. The reaction of the oxygen in the 
air and the aluminum is a much easier to initiate. This is due to the air and oxygen surrounding 
each aluminum particle and already being gaseous. Any aluminum particle that absorbs enough 
heat from the initial arc will react with the air around it. This will create alumina (Al2O3), which 
is an extremely exothermic reaction. This heat is then transferred to the rest of the mixture and 
helps bring it to the appropriate temperature to initiate the reaction of aluminum and iodine 
pentoxide and produce gaseous iodine. 
  
  7.3.4. 588 Nanometer Band Head Varying Ignition Source Tests 
The varying ignition source tests included the replacement of the graphite arc used to ignite the 
previous tests with a detonator. That detonator was placed into the chamber with an anvil system 
and then attached to the fire set the same way as the cylinder with the copper electrodes was. The 
thermite was then pressed into a pellet and glued to the top of the detonator after the aluminum 
cover had been removed. 
 
From Figure 40, it is noticed that it does not include Test 1 which is in the matrix for the varying 
ignition source tests. The reason was that this test was too optically dense through the use of too 
large of a detonator. After this test, the detonator was scaled down which allowed for the 
appropriate optical depth. 
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The first trend that is observed in Figures 40 and 41 is that the iodine concentration almost 
immediately reaches its steady state. There is very little rise and fall with the concentration level. 
It basically plateaus. This is believed to be due to amount of heat that is absorbed by the thermite 
mixture when the detonator is fired. This amount of heat is significantly higher than just the 
graphite bridge and causes the resulting mixture and products to reach a much higher temperature. 
This allows the iodine pentoxide to more rapidly change into gaseous iodine. It also allows it to 
stay in its gaseous form for a much longer time since more heat has to be removed from it to 
condense on the chamber wall surfaces. 
 
The second feature that is noticed is the amount of iodine produced. When Figures 40 and 41 are 
examined for the concentration amounts, some discrepancies appear. These include a significant 
concentration difference between identical tests and the production of less iodine from a thermite 
mixture that contained more iodine than its counterparts.  
 
The difference in identical tests can be partially explained by the tests not being truly identical. In 
the production of the thermite utilized for these tests, the mixtures are pressed into pellets. This 
process causes some loss in powder. Furthermore, this loss is difficult to maintain at a constant 
value. Thus, two sets of thermite mixtures which had equal masses at the beginning may end up 
being different mass pellets which is what occurred if Appendix C: Test Matrix is referenced. Test 
3 did end up with approximately 0.02 grams less of thermite. This difference would of course 
result in less iodine being produced, but it does not explain how a pellet which was approximately 
double in mass of Test 2 still produced less iodine in Test 4. The primary contributing factor for 
these differences may be the effect of the thermite mixture being blasted away from the detonator 
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by the explosion of the detonator, before it has had time to fully react. This could definitely explain 
the observations from Figure 40 especially the fact that the concentration curve for Test 4 begins 
to increase later in the test that others. After being forced away from the heat source, the mixture 
then had to wait a longer time to produce the rest of the iodine. 
 
If the concentration values from the varying ignition tests are compared to the concentration values 
of the varying mass tests for the same initial thermite amounts, it is seen that overall the detonator 
tests produced more iodine. This would be expected, since more heat should cause the aluminum 
and iodine pentoxide to react quicker. 
 
Test 5 from this matrix was a faster exposure time test by a factor of four than Tests 2-4. However, 
the concentration and trends are relatively close to that seen for Test 2. This is except for the 
decrease in concentration observed in Test 5, but not in Test 2. This believed to be again a 
manifestation of the environment inside the chamber when the detonator went off.  It is possible 
the thermite did not absorbed as much heat as in Test 2 and started to condense much sooner. 
 
  7.3.5. 636 Nanometer Band Head Concentration Test 
There was only one chamber test performed for the 636 nanometer band head (Figure 49) and it is 
comparable to Tests 1, 5, 7, and 9 for the varying mass matrix. More specifically, it relates most 
closely to Test 9 because this was the fastest of the spectrometer tests at an exposure time of 7 
milliseconds. The 636 nanometer band head test was ran at an exposure time of 40 microseconds 
or 25 kilohertz.  
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If Tests 1, 5, 7, and 9 of the varying mass tests are compared to Test 1 of the dual laser setup, there 
are similarities. The maximum concentrations of Test 1 and 5 of the varying mass tests are fairly 
close to Test 1 of the dual laser setup. However, these concentrations are approximately half of the 
concentration measured for Tests 7 and 9 of the varying mass tests. As has been noted, all of these 
tests utilized the exact same amount of thermite and ignition source. This variation in concentration 
can be attributed to differences in packing and hydrolysis of the iodine pentoxide within the 
thermite resulting from varying environmental conditions. Iodine pentoxide is relatively sensitive 
to humidity and can have variable properties depending on the amount of water it absorbs (as noted 
in the literature review [3, 24-27]). This creates significant difficulty for this type of test setup in 
comparing the amount of iodine expected from certain quantities of aluminum and iodine 
pentoxide thermite. Furthermore, it creates difficulty in using quantity as a method of comparing 
the performance of various test apparatuses. 
 
If the data are compared, there are also similarities and differences. A similarity in Tests 1, 5, 7, 
and 9 of the varying mass tests and Test 1 of the dual laser setup is the early significant drop in 
concentration that follows immediately after a local maximum is achieved. This was noted earlier 
to possibly be a result of vapor iodine condensing on the chamber walls, which would result in the 
rapid decrease of iodine concentration early in the test.  
 
However, the trend is different after that in the fact that the dual laser test shows a significant 
fluctuation in concentration, while Tests 1, 5, 7, and 9 show relatively smooth curves. But this 
could be the speed difference. Test 1 of the dual laser setup could have detected dispersal of iodine 
vapor in the chamber as it propagates around and condenses in areas, and might cause a momentary 
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drop in iodine content. These momentary drops in concentration may occur so rapidly that the 
varying mass tests may not have been able to detect them since their exposure times were 
significantly longer. 
 
 7.4. Atomic Iodine Temperature and Concentration Dependence 
The measurement performed for the atomic iodine peak includes concentration and temperature 
dependence (Figure 51) because it detected atomic iodine from that was produced from the 
dissociation of molecular iodine as the iodine cell was heated. The heating would result in an 
increase in atomic iodine concentration and a change in peak depth due to temperature. This makes 
it difficult to understand the dependence of this peak on either quantity. However, an interesting 
feature of the dependence curve is that it begins to plateau at approximately 800 Kelvin. This is 
likely a manifestation of the background fit used in forming the source signal value of I0 not being 
appropriate enough. This warrants further investigation. 
 
 7.5. Atomic Iodine Temporal Concentration Variation 
The concentration measurement of atomic iodine (Figure 52) had several interesting, but not 
unexpected qualities. The most obvious quality is the significantly lower concentration of atomic 
iodine as compared to molecular iodine. The lowest concentration value measured for molecular 
iodine was 10 orders of magnitude greater than that measured for atomic iodine. This is due to 
iodine having a lower energy in a molecular state as compared to an atomic state. Thus, iodine 
atoms want to pair. However, if an iodine molecule absorbs enough energy, it will dissociate, until 
the energy is removed. In this case, the molecular iodine absorbed heat and dissociated. It then re-
bonded when the heat was transferred from the atoms to the surroundings. This also explains why 
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the atomic iodine concentration reduced to zero much more rapidly than the molecular iodine. The 
atomic iodine concentration reached minimal values around 60 milliseconds, while the molecular 
iodine reached a steady state value and persisted for as long as it was measured (10 seconds). 
Again, this was due to the iodine atoms losing energy to the point that they reformed molecular 
iodine. 
 
A final interesting feature of Figure 52 is the spike in atomic iodine concentration that occurs at 
approximately 81 milliseconds. Prior to this abrupt increase, the concentration had basically fallen 
to zero. This type of occurrence does not seem logical due to there being no other source of heat 
addition. After the initial disappearance of the atomic iodine, there is no cause for it to reappear. 
The feature is believed to have been caused by the piece of tape being blown off the ignition 
cylinder and landing at least partially in front of the window where the measurement took place. 
This would obscure the beam and cause a drop in laser beam intensity, which would be interpreted 
as atomic iodine absorption in processing.  
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION 
 
Aluminum and iodine pentoxide thermite is one of the better choices as a counter biological 
system. It can be compact, easily ignited, and produces iodine gas which is very potent against 
biological threats. Yet, further research is needed to better understand this mixture and how to best 
use it. This study has attempted to analyze different means of investigating it through its iodine 
production and the effects that different parameters have upon such production through absorption 
spectroscopy. These tests found molecular iodine to be quite easily studied through spectroscopy 
due to its lack of temperature dependence over several different available band heads. Furthermore, 
it was found that this biocidal thermite is quite dependent upon mixture parameters and 
environmental conditions when it comes to the amount and trends of iodine production. Iodine 
production was found to increase with amount of iodine pentoxide and the energy of the ignition 
source. Also, the iodine concentration was most abundant in an air environment at an equivalence 
ratio of one. 
 
A novel molecular iodine concentration measurement apparatus utilizing two lasers was also 
designed and tested. It was found to agree in some regards with the data collected from other 
traditional methods of absorption spectroscopy, but also had its discrepancies. These discrepancies 
could have several causes that require further investigation. The system did show enough similarity 
to warrant further study, however. 
 
Atomic iodine was also measured and found to have an interesting concentration and temperature 
dependence at higher temperatures where it is observed to plateau. This is believed to be a possible 
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result of inadequate data processing, and further research is necessary to reach any meaningful 
conclusions. The temporal concentration variation of atomic iodine in the combustion system of 
aluminum, potassium perchlorate, and iodine crystals was also measured. It was found to be much 
less than and dissipate much quicker than the molecular iodine concentration, as would be 
expected. 
 
 8.1. Future Research 
There are many avenues of future research possible for the aluminum and iodine pentoxide 
thermite mixture. One direction of research would be the refinement and continued testing of the 
dual laser technique utilized in this thesis. It was presented with limited use and testing here, but 
represents a means to rapidly and cheaply measure iodine concentration. Further, the entire setup 
could be made more compact so that field testing could also be performed.  
 
An issue that warrants further study is the effect additives and chemical modifications of the base 
aluminum, and iodine pentoxide thermite have on iodine production. It is very possible to modify 
this mixture to minimize negative characteristics and enhance positive features, such as limiting 
humidity (as seen in [6]). However, the effect on available action time and iodine concentrations 
remains largely unknown and requires characterization before any chemical enhancement can 
better this system.  
 
Another possible investigation would be to delve deeper into atomic iodine as means to measure 
molecular iodine concentrations at high temperatures. This measurement may also be key in a 
study of reactivity and potency of the aluminum and iodine pentoxide system. The sorption of 
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atomic iodine and iodine oxide into the alumina (Al2O3) shell surrounding the aluminum particle 
is the primary characteristic in reaction progress and pre-ignition reactions in this biocidal 
combustion (as noted in the literature review, [3, 29-30, 32-33]). Thus, the production of more 
atomic iodine and iodine oxide would likely mean faster and hotter reactions, but further study is 
required. 
 
A final topic could be the amount of time that gaseous iodine maintains its presence in open and 
closed environments and methods to maintain these values for extended periods of time. This study 
has indirectly presented that iodine was found to stay gaseous in a small chamber environment for 
10 seconds. Its ability to stay gaseous for protracted periods could prove vital for its use as a 
biocidal. 
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APPENDIX A: LIST OF EQUIPMENT AND CHEMICALS 
 
The following presents the specific equipment and chemicals utilized throughout the research 
process. 
 
 A.1. List of Equipment 
Table 3: List of Equipment 
 
  
 
 
 
Equipment Type Make/Vendor Model
Spectrometer SPEX 1250M
Continuous Light Source ORIEL 6251
Iodine Cell Thorlabs GC19100-I
Detector Hammatsu C7041
Detector Sensor Hammatsu S7031-1006S
Detector Controller Hammatsu C7557-01
Thermometer Omega HH501DK
Oscilloscope w/ Function Generator Pico Technology 3203D
Oscilloscope Pico Technology 4424
Pulse Generator TENMA TGP110
Charcoal Scrubber Grainger 28DV39
Ultrasonic Mixer Cole Palmer CP 130
Vacuum Chamber Fisher 281
AC Transformer PHC SC-20M
DC Power Supply ELENCO XP-770
Function Generator BK PRECISION 4052
635 nm Laser Laserlands 11061130
IR Laser QPHOTONICS QDFBLD-1300-5
IR Laser Controller Thorlabs CLD1015
Visible Photodiode Thorlabs DET36A
IR Photodiode Thorlabs DET10D/M
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A.2. List of Chemicals 
Table 4: List of Chemicals 
  
Chemical Species Manufacturer Specifications
Aluminum (Al) None Listed German Flake H-Super 3 micron
Iodine Pentoxide (I2O5) Alfa Aesar 98% Pure (Product #:87682)
Potassium Perchlorate (KClO4) Alfa Aesar 99% Pure (Product #:A11296)
Iodine Crystals (I2) Alfa Aesar 99.5% Pure (Product #:14248)
Hexane (C6H14) Sigma Aldrich 98.5% Pure (Product #:293253)
Nitrogen (N2) Airgas and S.J. Smith None
Ethanol (C2H6O) Decon Laboratories, Inc. 200 Proof
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APPENDIX B: WAVLENGTH AND CONCENTRATION CALIBRATIONS 
 
The following presents the various wavelength and concentration calibrations utilized in the 
processing of all of the data. 
 
 B.1. Wavelength Calibrations 
 
Figure 53: Wavelength Calibration for 588 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head 
 
 
Figure 54: Wavelength Calibration for 614.7 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head 
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Figure 55: Wavelength Calibration for 636 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head 
 
 
Figure 56: Wavelength Calibration for 631.6 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head 
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 B.2. Concentration Calibrations 
 
Figure 57: 588 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Concentration Calibration 
 
 
Figure 58: 636 nm Molecular Iodine Band Head Concentration Calibration 
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 APPENDIX C: TEST MATRIX  
 
The following table lists the test parameters and camera exposure times utilized for the varying 
parameter and environment spectrometer chamber tests. 
Table 5: Spectrometer Chamber Test Parameters 
Varying Mass 
Test 
Number 
Amount 
(g) 
EQR Environment 
Ignition 
Source 
Camera Exposure Time (ms) 
1 0.125 1.000 Air Arc 50 
2 0.2501 1.000 Air Arc 50 
3 0.5002 1.000 Air Arc 50 
4 0.2501 1.000 Air Arc 50 
5 0.1251 1.000 Air Arc 50 
6 0.5001 1.000 Air Arc 50 
7 0.1251 0.9999 Air Arc 25 
8 0.25 0.9999 Air Arc 25 
9 0.1251 0.9999 Air Arc 7 
      
Varying Equivalence Ratio (EQR) 
Test 
Number 
Amount 
(g) 
EQR Environment 
Ignition 
Source 
Camera Exposure Time (ms) 
1 0.25 1.0000 Air Arc 100 
2 0.2499 0.5002 Air Arc 100 
3 0.2499 0.5002 Air Arc 100 
4 0.2501 1.7515 Air Arc 100 
5 0.1249 0.5004 Air Arc 25 
6 0.1251 1.7500 Air Arc 25 
      
Varying Environment 
Test 
Number 
Amount 
(g) 
EQR Environment 
Ignition 
Source 
Camera Exposure Time (ms) 
1 0.25 1.0000 Air Arc 100 
2 0.25 1.0006 N2 Arc 100 
3 0.2502 1.0006 N2 Arc 100 
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Table 5 (cont.) 
Varying Ignition Source 
Test 
Number 
Amount 
(g) 
EQR Environment 
Ignition 
Source 
Camera Exposure Time (ms) 
1 0.1097 0.9998 Air RP-80 100 
2 0.1136 0.9998 Air RP-2 100 
3 0.0973 1.0006 Air RP-2 100 
4 0.1922 0.9998 Air RP-2 100 
5 0.1162 1.0007 Air RP-2 25 
 
 
 
 
